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One team for Siegen: Dirk Giesecke (left), Senior Project Manager 
from Messer Group, and José Montoro, Production Manager at the 
air separation unit in El Morell (Spain), have brought the new air 
separation unit in Siegen (Germany) on stream.

Algae cultivation at Intelcom in Hungary 

Messer gases are used in wine 
production.

ASCO’s air cargo
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„Food gases deliver vast improvements“

Leonardo Galli talks to Carlo Travagli, oenol -

ogist at Italian winery Rossetti Vini, about the 

role of gases in viticulture.
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Algae – a green energy source
Intelcom in Hungary uses carbon dioxide from

Messer for algae cultivation.
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Floating as if weightless
Children and parents take off in a zeppelin airship.

ASCO makes containers fly 
CO2 production unit shipped by air

Messer acquires N20 production plant
Takeover of nitrous oxide production facility in 

the Czech Republic

PMG - new member of the family 
Joint venture formed in China
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Investing in an independent future 
Messer is investing some 700 million euros alone in the period to 2010 in order

to secure a reliable supply of gases for its customers. In this special feature, 

on air looks at the projects currently being implemented and explains how air

separation works.
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Our commitment to providing a reliable sup-

ply of gases to our customers is a key part of

our corporate strategy. In the last three years,

we have highly invested in the construction

of new production facilities for industrial,

food and medical gases in Europe. Five new

air separation units and two new cylinder gas

filling plants came on stream in October and

November 2009 alone. Discover the back-

ground to these new facilities in our exten -

sive cover story. We also give an overview on

how air separation works and reveal the kind

of precision work involved in the construc -

tion of a gas tank. 

As you know, the products obtained from air separation are used in a wide 

range of production processes – including the wine-making industry. In our inter-

view section, oenologist Carlo Travagli tells us why wine production at Rossetti Vini,

one of Tuscany’s leading wine producers, would be unimaginable without food

gases. And what do wine and algae have in common? For thousands of years, they

have both been reputed to be beneficial to health when consumed in moderation.

Algae are very undemanding plants, making them easy to cultivate. Our partner

Intelcom, the only commercial grower of freshwater algae in Hungary, explains how

algae cultivation works and how CO2 not only speeds up its growth.

I would also like to take this opportunity to wish you a festive and merry Christmas

and best wishes for the new year.

Stefan Messer
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Operating company VAMED KMB has con-

tracted Messer to supply the General Hospital

(AKH) in Vienna with all its gas needs for a

period of five years. The AKH is the largest

hospital in the world after the Chris Hani

Baragwanath Hospital in South Africa. The

scope of supply includes all the medical and

industrial cylinder gases, liquid nitrogen,

liquid oxygen and liquefied helium. The indi-

vidual clinical departments are supplied with

blocks of dry ice. The laboratories and insti -

tutes use test gases. Messer equips and 

man ages the gas storage system located on

the grounds of the AKH. Cylinder movements 

are recorded electronically using the SALSA

Internet sales software and supported by

Messer’s BABEL cylinder tracking system. 

The fill levels of the liquid gas tanks are moni -

tored via the FEWIS telemetry system to

ensure round-the-clock product availability.

Herbert Herzog, Messer Austria

The world’s cleanest road sweeper
The Messer subsidiary in Switzerland has been involved in the develop-

ment of the world’s first fuel-cell-powered road-sweeping vehicle in

cooperation with Empa, the Paul Scherrer Institut, Bucher Schörling,

Proton Motor and BRUSA Elektronik. Its suitability for practical use is now

to be tested in Basel as well as in other Swiss towns and cities. No pollu-

tants are emitted from the vehicle’s exhaust – only water. This makes it

ideal for use in pedestrian areas and even indoors. Messer is responsible

for supplying the hydrogen for this eco-friendly vehicle.

Reiner Knittel, Messer Schweiz

Messer is supplying one of 
the largest hospitals in the world

Oxygen for 
respiratory care 
is a medicinal 
product.

New well-known customer

Venturi nozzle from Himpe: 
its uses include measuring the flow

velocities of gases or liquids.

The world’s
cleanest road
sweeper is
powered with
hydrogen from
Messer.

Messer has won an “old acquaintance” back as a

new customer in the shape of Himpe AG in Kamen.

Since the beginning of the year, Messer has once

again been supplying this manufacturer of primary

measurement instruments with the forming gas 

H5 as well as argon for welding.

Himpe mainly specialises in instruments that

are used for measuring and monitoring tempera -

tures, pressures, fill levels and flow rates in power

stations and refineries as well as chemical and

similar plants. In return, Messer is also benefiting

from these products: measurement devices from

Himpe are used in our air separators.

Dieter Banse, Messer Industriegase 
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In Vietnam, around 80 per cent of motorbikes 

are now welded together using gases from Messer.

This is attributable to major contracts with Han oi-

based manufacturers Yamaha and Honda, who 

get monthly supplies of liquid argon and carbon

dioxide from Messer Haiphong. Messer also 

pro vides argon and carbon dioxide to the suppliers 

of Yamaha and Honda, as they recently did to

Industrial Tech Service Vietnam and Toho Vietnam,

who each produce moulds for the manufacture of

plastic parts for motorcycles.

Tony Rivera, Messer Vietnam

Messer conquers 
motorbike sector in Vietnam

N e w s  : 5

Nitrogen cuts soldering 
failure rate 
Elektromont, a manufacturer of electronic components,
has been able to significantly reduce its failure rate
during assembly and soldering of printed circuit boards.
Based in Hungary, this Messer customer carries out sol-
dering by hand as well as with a wave soldering machine
in a nitrogen atmosphere, an effective method of pre-
venting the detrimental formation of dross. Messer is
supplying Elektromont with 100,000 cubic metres of
nitrogen a year for this purpose.
István Herczeg, Messer Hungarogáz

In May of this year, Messer contributed in -

directly to a successful firefighting operation in Wiener

Neustadt (Lower Austria). Insulating material in an expansion space

between two walls in a residential house had caught fire. The volun-

teer fire brigade, which located the source of the fire with a thermal

imaging camera, decided to fight the fire with liquid nitrogen. Thanks

to the liquid gas, which was conveyed directly to the source of the

fire with a special lance, the fire was quickly brought under control

by the firefighters.

Markus Schmidl, Herbert Herzog, Messer Austria

Liquid nitrogen as
extinguishing agent

A nitrogen lance conveys the 
extinguishing agent – liquid nitro-
gen – directly to the source of the
fire in the expansion space.

Nitrogen is used for 
moulding air springs 
such as these.

Vietnam, the land of motorbikes: 80 per cent of
these machines contain gases from Messer.

Improving air 
suspension with nitrogen
Our customer Continental ContiTech in Hungary has sig -
nificantly improved the quality of Phoenix air springs by
using nitrogen instead of steam for the moulding process.
Messer is supplying 100,000 cubic metres of nitrogen per
year, which ContiTech withdraws from a liquid container
at the Nyíregyháza site.

ContiTech took over Phoenix AG back in 2004, thus
becoming the largest producer of rubber and plastic prod -
ucts in the world. Over the decades, Phoenix has made a
name for itself as a high-quality supplier to the commer-
cial vehicle sector.
Anita Kötél, Messer Hungarogáz
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same time maintaining traditions and quality, of 

course. We can therefore pride ourselves on significant

successes in the national and international market -

place.

on air: How do food gases such as nitrogen, carbon

dioxide and oxygen contribute to improved quality?

Carlo Travagli: The use of these gases has allowed 

us to make vast improvements in oenology. Food 

gases are already widely used, particularly for wine

preser vation in an inert gas atmosphere. They provide

reliable protection even in partially full wine tanks.

Further more, the organoleptic quality (relating to 

the colour, bouquet and taste of the wine, ed.) is pre-

served for a significantly longer period of time. The 

use of dry ice and oxygen results in improved wine

quality.

on air: Which gas do you consider to be indis -

pen sable for the production of quality wine?

Carlo Travagli: I have decided to use carbon dioxide,

oxygen and nitrogen. Each gas has its own specific

effect and can not be used in place of another. In

addition to the important protective effect provided by

the inert gases, the use of carbon dioxide in the form

of dry ice has helped me to optimise the quality of the

production processes. But oxygen, too, serves a very

important purpose in wine development because the

addition of small amounts of the gas results in colour

stabilisation and tannin refinement.

on air: Rossetti Vini has recently installed a new

bottling line. What are its main features and how

“Food gases deliver vast improvem
When it comes to quality and productivity, Messer considers it important 

to view the production process in its entirety. This approach is shared by

Rossetti Vini, one of the most important wine-growing estates in Tuscany

(Italy). on air spoke to oenologist Carlo Travagli about the role of gases in

viticulture (winegrowing) and working with Messer.

„Food gases are already 
widely used, particularly 
for wine preservation in 

an inert gas atmosphere.“
Carlo Travagli

on air: How did you become involved in oenology?

Carlo Travagli: In a rather fortuitous way, even though

I have always lived in an area with a long winegrow -

ing tradition such as Chianti. I virtually grew up with a

fascination for Tuscan winegrowing and viticulture.

on air: What does wine mean to you?

Carlo Travagli: Working with wine is a philosophy of

life, a constant source of inspiration, a passion. For me,

wine is something living and dynamic, surrounded 

by a fascinating world with great tradition. Every day

brings new challenges which require you to find the

right balance between traditional technologies and

progressive ideas.

on air: How is the Italian winegrowing sector doing?

Carlo Travagli: Winegrowing is a well-developed 

and dynamic sector of major importance to the Italian

economy. From a technical point of view, a lot of

importance is attached to innovations – while at the
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important do you consider the role of Messer to 

be in this regard?

Carlo Travagli: The production line is of a highly tech-

nical standard and has a large bottling capacity of

6,500 bottles per hour. In addition, we have introduced

a control system that covers every stage of production.

This guarantees consistently high quality for us and

our customers. As well as the wine itself, we also

monitor bottle fill levels, we ensure that corks are pres -

Dr. Leonardo Galli
Head of Application Technology
Messer Italia
Tel.: +39 055 2373 718
leonardo.galli@messergroup.com
Language: 

YOUR CONTACT: 
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ents”

Food gases are 
increasingly being 
used in the wine-
growing industry, 

particularly for 
preservation.

ent and inserted correctly, we check the quality of 

the glass and the number of empty bottles as well as

all packaging and labelling. The use of food gases 

is an important component of this quality assurance

system. Thanks to the professionalism and expertise 

of the Messer specialists, I can depend on the efficient

and reliable operation of the plant and be sure that

our high standards are met at all times.

Lorena Vaschetto, Messer Italia

The use of Messer food gases in wine production extends beyond their

widespread use in wineries – in the future, they will also be found in

our wine cellars and kitchens.

Cordier is a leading supplier of high-quality wines (“Grands

Crus“) in the Bordeaux region. With technical support from

Messer, our gases are now used not only to inert the wine in

large storage tanks but also in bottles at home: The gas contained in the car-

tridges of the Wikeeps® inerting kits (www.wikeeps.com) protects the wine

against the detrimental effect of oxygen. The system means you can open

a bottle of fine wine and not have to drink it all immediately or worry that

it will go off.

Angélique Renier, Messer France

New inerting system for wine

Wikeeps ® – effective 
protection of high-quality
wines even after openingAngélique Renier 

presents the Wikeeps ®-system 
at a trade show.
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Switzerland, Visp
Since May 2009, Messer has been
supplying Lonza AG, based in the

Swiss town of Visp, with oxygen and
nitrogen from the newly built air sep -

aration unit. From the same facility,
Messer has also been supplying cus-

tomers in Switzerland and Northern
Italy with products such as argon and

liquid gases. The official opening of
the new production facility took place

on 5 November 2009.

Spain, El Morell
Official opening of Messer’s new air separation unit in 

El Morell on 14 May 2009 was attended by political figures
and representatives from industry. The new plant supplies

the chemical and petrochemical plants at the Tarragona
indus trial complex with gaseous nitrogen and oxygen via a 
dedicated 90 kilometres pipeline network. Part of the oxy-
gen and nitrogen production (50 million cubic metres per

year) and all the argon is liquefied and delivered in tankers
to cus tomers across a wide range of industry sectors.

Spain, San Isidro
Since the end of October 2009, Messer

has been supplying its customers lo -
cated on Spain’s east coast as well as
in Andalusia and Madrid, with cylinder

gases via the new filling plant in the 
province of Alicante. The Spanish
Messer subsidiary in San Isidro is 
also using the new state-of-the-art 

300-bar filling technology.

Italy, Settimo-Torinese
At the beginning of May 2009, Messer

Italia and Messer Medical officially 
opened their new joint location in

Settimo-Torinese complete with a new
administrative building and a state-of-the-

art, fully automatic 300-bar filling plant 
for cylinder gases. The opening was
attended by more than 150 guests.

A key part of Messer’s strategy is to provide its customers with a reliable supply of gases. 

That is why Messer is investing some 700 million euros in the period to 2010 and building new

air separation units across Europe. In this “air separation special”, on air looks at the projects

that are currently being implemented in Europe and explains how these units actually work.

Investing in an independent future

Belgium, Zwijndrecht 
At the British company Ineos Oxide in

Zwijndrecht near Antwerp, Messer 
is constructing a new liquefaction facility

with a production capacity of 150,000
tons of carbon dioxide per year. For 

this purpose Messer and the Belgian
company IJsfabriek Strombeek have 

formed a joint venture named “bECO2”,
in which Messer holds a 70 per cent

share. The facility will go into operation
in the first quarter of 2010.

France, St. Herblain
Work on the construction of the air

separation unit for the LIMES (Linde and
Messer) joint venture in the French 

town of Saint Herblain has been in full
swing since April 2009. From December

2009, Messer will be supplying its cus -
tomers in the constantly growing food

industry in the west of France with,
among other things, nitrogen from the
plant. Messer is using its oxygen and

argon capacities to focus more strongly
on the French market for laser, welding

and cutting technologies.
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Bosnia-Herzegovina, Zenica 
Messer’s new air separator at the ArcelorMittal 
steelworks site in Zenica was officially opened on 
23 October 2009. The new plant is the first of its 
kind in Bosnia-Herzegovina, equipped with state-of-the-art
technology. The plant supplies ArcelorMittal and the 
domestic market with industrial gases. ArcelorMittal 
requires oxygen and argon for its production processes. 
By investing in this new production facility, Messer has

created a basis
for the establish-
ment of other
manufacturing
companies in the
region.

Poland, Rybnik
Eloros, based in Rybnik, is a joint 
venture between Messer’s Polish 
subsidiary and Cryogenic Engineering.
The company’s first air separation 
unit produces oxygen, nitrogen and
argon for the Polish, Slovak and Czech
markets. The official opening of the 
new production facility was held on 
3 November 2009. 

Romania, Resita 
Work at the construction site of the new air separation unit at
TMK in Resita is currently running at full speed as the plant 
is due to shortly go into operation. Installation of the columns
and the cold box was completed in June 2009.

Turkey, Kartepe
The first air separation unit for Messer’s Turkish subsi di-
ary, located approximately 90 kilometres east of Istanbul, 
will come on stream in the first quarter of 2010. The new
com pany headquarters in Kartepe will also see the construc-
tion of an administrative building as well as a state-of-the-art 
filling plant for cylinder gases including oxygen, nitrogen,
argon, acetylene, gas mixtures and nitrous oxide.

Germany, Salzgitter
The air separation unit at Salzgitter
Flachstahl GmbH, which is due to 
come on stream in autumn 2010, will
produce 240 million cubic metres of
gaseous oxygen a year for Salzgitter 
AG and 75 million cubic metres of liquid
oxygen, nitrogen and argon a year for
the regional market.

Andrea Launer, Messer Group

>

Macedonia, Bitola
In June 2009, Messer signed a contract
with the Macedonian drinks producer
Lozar Pelisterka to take over its CO2

production facilities. The contract also
covers the long-term supply of raw car-
bon dioxide to Messer’s Macedonian
subsidiary. Messer has thus managed to
secure a continuous and reliable supply
of carbon dioxide for its customers in
the South-East Europe region, particu-
larly in the hot summer months.

Serbia, Bor
In September 2009, Messer took over the gaseous oxygen
production facility and the filling plant for oxygen, nitrogen
and CO2 from the copper combine RTB Bor, Rudnici bakra
Bor d.o.o. in Serbia. At the same time as taking over the
facilities, Messer was also able to sign a contract for a ten-
year supply of oxygen to the Serbian copper works via a
pipeline.

Montenegro, Nikšić
In April 2009, Messer took over the 
entire gas production operation of the
steel producer Zeljezara Nikšić in Mon -
tenegro. This included a production unit
for air gases, a filling plant for gases  
in steel cylinders, an air compressor and
LPG tanks for the storage of propane,
butane as well as propane/butane mix-
tures. Zeljezara Nikšić has its head -
quarters in Nikšić, the second-largest
city in Montenegro, and is one of the
country’s biggest employers.

Germany, Siegen 
On 30 September 2009, customers and politicians attend -
ed the official opening of Messer’s first air separation plant
in Germany at the Deutsche Edelstahlwerke (DEW) site in
Siegen. The new plant will enable Messer to produce
approx imately 130 million cubic metres of nitrogen, oxygen
and argon per year for DEW and customers in the region.
In addition to oxygen, nitrogen, argon and gas mixtures,
Messer will also use the new filling plant to fill and distrib -
ute medical gases such as medical oxygen for the hospital
and home care sector. 
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Production of gases by air separation 

Air is a gas mixture composed mainly of nitrogen (78 per cent),

oxygen (21 per cent) and the noble gas argon (0.9 per cent). 

The remaining 0.1 per cent mainly consists of carbon dioxide and

the noble gases neon, helium, krypton and xenon. Air can be sep -

arated into its constituent parts by means of a distillation process

within special units known as air separation units. Here air com -

ponents are separated from one another by means of a thermal

sep aration process called cryogenic rectification, to produce high-

purity nitrogen, oxygen and argon in liquid and gaseous form.

Messer is currently building new air separation units in many European countries in order 

to secure the supply of gases to its customers. But how does air separation actually work? 

on air explains the most important steps in this process.

Air compression
Ambient air is sucked in, 
filtered and compressed 
to approximately 6 bar by 
a compressor.

Air precooling 
In order to separate air into
its constituent parts it needs
to be liquefied and subjected
to extreme cooling. The com-
pressed air is therefore firstly
pre-cooled using water.

Air cleaning
Any disruptive components
such as water vapour and
carbon dioxide are then
removed in what is known 
as a molecular sieve.

Air cooling
Since air gases only condense
at very low temperatures, 
the purified air is cooled to
approximately –175 °C in the
main heat exchanger. This
cooling is achieved by means
of an internal heat exchange
process whereby cold gas
flows, already generated with -
in the overall process, are
used to cool the compressed
air. Expansion leads to further
cooling and partial liquefac -
tion of the compressed air.
Now the air can be separated
in the actual air separation
unit – the separation column.

Air separation
The separation of air into
pure oxygen and pure nitro-
gen takes place in two sep -
aration columns, a medium
and a low pressure column.
The separation process
makes use of the different
boiling points of the air com-
ponents: oxygen condenses
at –183 °C and nitrogen at 
–196 °C. The intensive mass
and heat exchange between
the rising vapour and de scend -
 ing liquid leads to continu-
ous vaporisation and conden-
sation, which in turn results in
the formation of pure nitrogen
at the top of the low pressure
column and pure oxygen at
the bottom or “sump”. Argon
is produced in additional
separation columns and pro-
cess steps.

Withdrawal and storage
Gaseous oxygen and nitro-
gen are fed into a pipeline
network and piped directly 
to the consumer, for example
a steelworks. Liquid oxygen,
nitrogen and argon are tem -
po rarily stored in storage tanks
before being transported to
customers by road tankers.

Nitrogen

Argon

Oxygen
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The double-walled tanks of

the air separation unit at

Saint Herblain in France

were each fitted with

covers at the end of June

2009 to enable filling with

gases. With watchmaker

precision, the crane driver

manoeuvred the stainless steel cover for the inner

tank and the steel cover for the outer tank into their

respective designated positions. The cover for the 

larger tank measures 15 metres in diameter and

weighs 12 tons. Because the thickness of the walls

was just five and six millimetres respectively, two

welders carried out the welding work synchronously

using the TIG process. The two welders worked at a

spacing of just five centimetres. The first welder 

worked with the filler metal, while the second welder

completed the bead. Dominique Leboucq then carried

out a series of tests. He is in charge at CMP Arlest,

the firm responsible for the construction of the

tanks. “All the welds undergo thorough testing,

which involves penetration and radiographic inspec-

tions.” Perlite, which is filled into the metre-wide

space between the two walls as insulation material,

consists of volcanic rock inflated to several times 

its original volume through annealing. To store the

liquefied gas at temperatures between –183 °C for

oxygen and –196 °C for nitrogen, 400 cubic metres

of perlite is required for the oxygen tank and 800

cubic metres for the nitrogen tank. Finally, each tank

is tested by filling it with two million litres of water.

The tanks are also given a special “white reflective”

coating, which further improves insulation.

Angélique Renier, Messer France

Messer has built two plants – with an output of 600 cubic metres per hour – for the non-cryogenic 

production of nitrogen on the site of the French chemical company Dupont de Nemours in Cernay, Alsace.

Dupont de Nemours produces pesticides, fungicides and insecticides which readily oxidise and can be 

explosive. For this reason, nitrogen is used for inerting the storage tanks. 

The newly installed facilities are designed to adjust the amount of nitrogen

added in line with consumption.

Angélique Renier, Messer France

Nitrogen made to measure

Gases safely stored

“Azote” – nitrogen 
for Dupont de Nemours

in France

The welders syn -
chronously weld 
the covers at just five
centimetres apart.

A special crane hoists the
cover high into the air.
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Algae – a green energy source
The healing and regenerative properties of algae have been known for

thousands of years. In recent times there has been an increasing move

towards industrial cultivation of algae. Intelcom in Hungary uses CO2

from Messer for this purpose.

Algae are true survivors: what other plants are so

resis tant that they can grow in barren desert or volcanic

soils as well as in the inhospitable cold of the Antarctic?

There are more than 40,000 species of this special

plant, the use of which was first mentioned in China as

far back as 2500 years BC.

Depending on the species, algae can contain valu-

able vitamins, minerals, unsaturated fatty acids, anti -

oxidants or pigments. Algae products are therefore

increasingly being used as food supplements. Owing to

their regenerative and stabilising effects, they are also

used in the manufacture of cosmetics and preventive

medicinal products such as moisturisers and ointments

for dermatitis and eczemas.

Particularly in recent years, researchers have been

discovering further interesting uses for algae. Algal

biomass, for example, can be used as an energy source

for the production of biodiesel.

Industrial cultivation

Industrial cultivation of algae is on the increase, not

only to enable its efficient utilisation but also because

of pollution levels in

oceans and other

waters – the natu-

ral habitat of

most algae species.

Intelcom Kft., a Messer partner, carries out such 

cul tivation and is the only company in Hungary to 

spe cial ise in limnic, a freshwater microalgae. Like all 

plants these can convert carbon dioxide, with the 

help of light energy, to other energy-rich substances 

(photosynthesis).

Intelcom cultivates the algae under controlled 

growing conditions in closed systems and constantly

monitors factors such as water quality, nutrient con-

tent and light conditions.

CO2 has a dual use

To this end, the company has built a 4,000-litre capac -

ity photobioreactor not far from the capital Budapest.

In the laboratory of the Hungarian Institute for

Limnology, the algae cultures are first isolated and

those strains that are particularly suited to industrial

cultivation due to their high content of vitamins, pig-

ments, fatty acids or starch are selected and finally

injected into the closed system of the photobioreactor.

Messer is supplying high-purity carbon dioxide for

this process. The CO2 serves two purposes: Firstly, as a

nutrient for the microalgae. Algae convert carbon

dioxide into chemical energy seven to ten

times more quickly than terrestrial plants.

Secondly, it allows the pH of the water

to be adjusted to its optimum level.

Anita Kötél, Messer Hungarogáz 

Adrián Tóth
Member of the Sales Team
Messer Hungarogáz Kft.
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Micro -
scopic
view of

one of 40,000
species of algae

Ferenc Csányi, CEO (left),  
and István Török, Head of Technology,  

check the algae cultivation.
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ASCO makes containers fly 
Switzerland/New Zealand: ASCO was faced with a

very special challenge this year. The French company

Sidem contracted the Swiss company for the supply of

three CO2 production units as well as storage vessels

and dosing systems for the installation of the world’s

largest desalination plant, being built in Saudi Arabia

in collaboration with the Jubail Water and Power

Company. Plant and equipment as well as components

were supplied by ASCO’s subsidiary in Christchurch,

New Zealand.

It was not only necessary to overcome the vast

distances involved but also to keep to a tight timetable.

Transporting the plant and equipment by container

ship was therefore out of the question. So for the first

time in its 30-plus-year history, ASCO shipped a com-

plete production unit by air. Such a challenge could

only be met with meticulous logistical planning. After

all, the production unit normally requires one 20-foot

and two 40-foot sea freight containers, the equivalent

of three large coaches. Thanks to excellent cooperation

with ASCO in New Zealand and the professional sup-

port and advice provided by SB Logistics, responsible

for packing and transportation to Auckland Airport,

Floating as if weightless
France: Messer also used this year’s summer holidays to raise wide-reaching public

awareness of the company and its products. The company’s French subsidiary supplied

helium for a project that gave parents and children the opportunity to fly with a zep-

pelin airship within a hangar in Ecausseville (Normandy).

Under the expert guidance of qualified instructors, the flight students were lifted

into the air with their arms strapped to an oblong “Aéroplume” helium balloon. In July

and August, 4,000 visitors took the opportunity of weightlessly gliding through the

hall. This method of flying had previously only been used in the open air for demon-

stration and research purposes.

Zeppelin airships are a promising alternative to aeroplanes as they use less energy. Consequently, airlines are

showing increasing interest in them, especially in connection with freight traffic. Similar to the automotive sec-

tor, airlines are expected to place greater emphasis on environmentally friendly transport alternatives.

Angélique Renier, Messer France

The CO2 production unit being loaded into a Boeing
747 cargo plane 

Auckland

ASCO was able to deliver on time. SDV, the air freight

forwarding company, dispatched the plant and equip-

ment – packed into 17 wooden crates – from Auck -

land to Dammam in Saudi Arabia via Singapore in a

special ly converted Boeing 747. Just 14 days were

needed between the delivery at Auckland Airport and

handover at the final destination.

Käthi Hess and Angelina Donati, 

ASCO Carbon Dioxide Dammam

M e s s e r  W o r l d : 1 3Up, up and away with
Messer: the zeppelin air-

ship is filled with helium.



China: Messer has strengthened its long-term 

commitment to China. At the beginning of September,

Messer joined forces with the listed company

Panzhihua New Steel & Vanadium (PSV). The joint 

venture with the largest rail track manufacturer in

China and the third largest vanadium producer world-

wide is called Pangang Messer Gas (PMG) and is 

the largest in the Messer Group. Messer is investing

130 million euros in the joint venture and holds a 

60 per cent majority stake in the new company which

has 500 employees. This brings the Group’s total

investment in China to 360 million US dollars – and

the number of employees to 1,630.

PMG can draw on existing infrastructure and has

taken over the existing air separation units (ASU) from

PSV. Meanwhile, a new ASU with a capacity of 40,000

standard cubic metres per hour (scm/h) is under cons  -

 t ruction. The total capacity of the ASUs is 95,000 scm/h.

Two further ASUs are to be built for the production of

vanadium and titanium. 

The contract for the joint venture is due to run 

for 30 years. “This not only reflects our partner’s trust 

in us but also underlines our long-term commitment 

to the Chinese market. This new investment by Messer

in China represents a major step forward,” says Werner

Hickel, Chief Operating Officer of Messer China.

Jasmine Yan, Messer China
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PMG – new member of the Messer family

Czech Republic: In May of this year, the company

took over the only nitrous oxide (N2O) production

plant in the Czech Republic. The takeover of the

plant in the eastern Czech city of Ostrava will enable

Messer to expand its exports and sales of the gas 

within Europe. Messer will be able to fully exploit the

900 tons per year production capacity by integrating

the existing filling plants in Chorzów (Poland) and

Gumpoldskirchen (Austria), with the N2O being trans-

ported in liquid form. Further measures aimed at

optimising the production process and boosting ca -

pacity, while at the same time reducing costs, are

being planned. Production is currently under continu-

ous operation with five employees. Nitrous oxide is

primarily used in medicine as an anaesthetic. N2O is

also used in the food industry and the automotive

indus try, for example to provide additional accelera -

tion for Formula 1 racing cars.

The production and distribution of nitrous oxide 

are subject to very strict controls, as with all medical

gases, and can therefore only be carried out by auth -

orised companies. The specialists from Messer conduct -

ed an audit in Ostrava in the middle of August 2009,

which confirmed that the standards at the plant were

in compliance with the GMP (Good Manufacturing

Practice) standard.

Dana Köpplová, Messer Technogas

Messer acquires 
N2O production plant

Messer has acquired a nitrous
oxide production plant in 
the Czech city of Ostrava.

E

Jack Niu and Chang
Shijiang, CEO of 
PMG, study the plans 
for the new air sep -
aration unit.
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W E L D I N G  G A S E S  F O R  P R A C T I C E  S E S S I O N S
Messer  sponsors  master  welder

“Swan Lake” shrouded in mist from Messer

Congratulations to Martin Schiffmann from Krefeld (Germany) who submitted the right answer – “Page 5” – for Issue No. 12 

and has won a copy of the encyclopaedia of German family enterprises.

Audiences are enjoying enchanting stage effects at the

Prague National Theatre courtesy of Messer. A production

of the world-famous ballet “Swan Lake”, set to the music

of Pyotr (Peter) Ilyich Tchaikovsky, has been running there

since the beginning of the year. Messer is supplying the

dry ice (CO2 solidified at -78.48 °C) that is used to pro  duce

the mist in a special smoke machine. When the dry ice is

heated by bringing it into contact with hot water molecu-

les, the CO2 takes on a gaseous state (sub-

limation) and is intermixed with the dissi-

pating water vapour within the machine.

The resulting gas mixture looks like classic

theatre smoke or mist, but differs in that it

dissolves again after a few seconds. Messer has thus 

gained one of the Czech Republic’s most import ant cul -

tural institutions as a customer.

Dana Köpplová, Messer Technogas

* This competition is 
not open to Messer
employees and their
families.

Closing date:

15 January 2010

Win . . .

diana.buss@messergroup.com>

21-year-old Marine Bergeon has shown just how far enthusiasm and passion for your job can take you. The

young Frenchwoman ignored all the prejudices and trained as a welder. Bergeon’s instructor, who recognised

her talent, also thought that such single-mindedness deserved to be rewarded. He encouraged her to take part

in the “craft trade Olympics” in France. The welding competition at this event required competitors to complete

specific tasks under supervision in a limited period of time. As the first ever female competitor in

this category, Bergeon pulled off the surprise of the competition: she left all her male competitors

in her wake and won the gold medal. Now this talented young welder is going to represent France

at the international “WorkSkills” competition in Canada. As sponsor of the welding gases for her

practice sessions, Messer wishes to congratulate her and wish her every success.

Angélique Renier, Messer France

Enchanting mist effects 
from dry ice 

The welder Marine
Bergeon, dedicated
to her profession

C A R B O N  D I O X I D E  F O R  S TA G E  E F F E C T S

The 600-page book presents well-known brands and invites 

the reader to browse and recollect. It is worth 78 euros. To enter*,

simply find the page containing the full photo whose excerpt 

is shown here, and send the page number in an e-mail with the

subject line “Competition” to

... the book “German Standards - Brands of the Century”:
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www.nationaltheatre.cz>
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Coming up in the next issue:
Rescuing a fountain from elm tree roots or defusing aerial bombs – Messer specialists
are always available to deal with unusual tasks. on air presents the strangest of gas
applications.

Read about the role of Messer gases in the manufacture of silicon crystals from our
interview with PVA TePla, a supplier of high-tech systems to the semiconductor industry.


